














#chocando
I grew up in the heart of Neukölln (back then the dirty ass of Berlin) 

  One could say Berlin is a lonely city
Bodies that move around without touching

only chocando
gazes

that don’t cross
people scattered like glitter        

   How does it come that the German word #teilen                                               means to 
#divide

 and to #share?! ! 

With you, I have a feeling of the geteilte 90er-Jahre in Berlin   
Almost a visual memory of you walking with your girlfriend along the Pannierstrasse 

while I played with colourful soft plastic balls at the Eckpizzeria, die Rutsche, Pizza für ein 
paar Mark and the high children’s chair later der braune Kachelofen zuhause 

die Wärme an meinem Rücken

we went through the same streets

https://vimeo.com/manage/videos/702209248
https://vimeo.com/manage/videos/702209248
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I moved to Berlin to study art. You know,               the kind of partially-becoming-european-becoming-creative-
becoming-intellectual-partially-                                     migrating 
Can I use these words? No. Yes.                                          Words as grey zones. Words as minefields
You don’t know how to handle them                with care

As if words

do

handle

us

with

care 
Do words care for us?

In 1992 I left the so-called European                                   south in its fierce momentum of multiple perpetual attempts at mutating    
               "modernis
ations"
I lost the 90s of the south!
Let’s call it exile, self-exiled                                                                                                           The condition for self-mutation

#BodenLandBody
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#mutation 



#mutation 



Du lernst Franck-Lee kennen, während ich Vassiliea un-lerne
Unlearning von einer festgelegten Identität (die einem Namen innewohnt)

What is in a Name, fragt uns Jack Halberstam
Was ist in einer Brust

Was liegt mir näher als dein lustvolles Saugen an meiner Brustwarze, die den Schmerz in der Nähe deiner Zunge sucht?
Was liegt mir ferner als diese Wölbung meines Pullovers, die den Schmerz in der Peripherie der fremden Blicke auf den 
Straßen entweicht?

Ich improvisiere. Weil ich Angst habe (mich an) etwas festzuhalten. Oder etwas festzuentfernen.
Ich suspendiere Körperteile. Mir fehlt die Kommunikation der Bewegung dieser Suspendierung.

Ich bereite diesen Brief nicht vor.
       Ich lasse ihn los
 will

            er zu dir 
in die kalte              
Luft

# Mut



# Mut



#Ah! no my mi tät
a warm Decke(l) that gives you shelter or that suffocates you





#mutatednonknowledge





#MutatingBodyWith4Arms

last year I took more showers with her than with you
I remember our two bodies leaning against each other
endangered stillness 
amidst the trembling
the moment right before a possible fall
we had to trust each other
that we would be there
with the weight of our bodies
holding us
I remember her strong legs
and her wide and open smile
with the red long hair
"I know you are jealous of it, everyone is"
her laugh about my -often but not always- pretended clumsiness



I had to learn a new language with her
I learned to really listen to the body, the gazes, the micro-movements, the placement in the 
room, a pinkie finger 
or an eyebrow pointing in a direction
to sense the surroundings, herstory and her possible desires
I learned not to stick to the exact meaning of the words but to trust, that I would understand 
more if I 
opened myself to the blurred

the warm water running down her body
the half-closed eyes and the hint of a smile
I remember how our bodies became one
a body with 4 arms, legs and a huge wheelchair
a body with a wide-open smile and two dancing legs

a body with harsh metal to clear our way
two unpredictable arms thrashing around
to give us respect
and two hands to grab what we wanted
and a mouth to speak its truth
and another one to remind everyone that language rises out of sound







#invision
Heute habe ich das Radio an gemacht

...



Tomorrow I wish you´d wake up and write down five sentences beginning with the 
word Invasion (Invision), breathing into your finger, which you have previously 
dipped into your soft, wet Alvuv 

And I will wake up
Sticking my index finger and sometimes my pinky finger into my Nuas

The smell of little bits of feces soothes the words
The smell of waste matter makes the words abide in the sounds of the voice 

Resting on the tongue 
The saliva of breathing

And then I thought  I´d like to make a list of books
On the subject of the anus

And I remember this sentence in an artist's work 
paraphrasing Leo Bersani 

No, my rectum is not a grave



please click on the image to watch with care

https://vimeo.com/manage/videos/702132556
https://vimeo.com/manage/videos/702132556
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#JewelsandShit 
#Democrassy 
#Extrements

During a shift at one of those suddenly so-called system-relevant jobs, 
I cleaned the huge ass of a self-proclaimed Querdenker (later I would 
refuse to do so, not because of his excrements, but because of the 
extreme outcome of his mouth).
I remembered a text by Preciado that I had read a few years 
earlier,
during the time, to speak with Monique’s tongue, I began to slowly
lose my vagina.



There seems to be something scary about asses:
If you get too close to them, you are automatically devalued, dirty, 
inferior, invisibilized, feminized...
So better
not
talk
about
shit

In some ancient Chinese texts, the anus is described as the place where 
you let go of the jewels. The act of shitting: a gentle letting go of 
jewels.
Letting go is the metal energy: It’s our ability to transform!
Isn’t this shit beautiful?



#nevercleanenough
#neverquiteenough



“The anus has neither sex nor gender; like the hand it escapes the rhetoric of sexual 
difference. Rejecting sexual difference and the anthropomorphic logic of the face 
and the genital, the anus (and its other extreme, the mouth)establishes the basis 
for an inalienable sexual equality: every body (human or animal)is first and above 
all an anus. (…)The anus does not produce rather it only produces trash, detri-
tus. No production of profit or surplus value may be expected of this organ: neither 
sperm nor egg nor sexual reproduction only shit”







#nowlikeabird



Διαμπερή τραύματα
See-through wounds:

The camera turned her neck clockwise towards the sky 
then captured the wing of a bird
and took it apart. Its blood streamed and stained your eyelids
You shook your head two or three times
I waited for you in the chat to hear your voice







#flowermachine 



The pictures of the fruits you sent me on signal are beautiful. Thank you. 
Flashes of colour behind the eyes that almost hurt, gently.
I was lying on the floor tracing the body with the tools of memory 
which often lingers in the darkness

The darkness
guarded by the eyes so as not to be blinded
by colour:
the volume of pain and pleasure
I hope you have beautiful moments and durations where you are right now

https://vimeo.com/manage/videos/702133356


please click on the image to watch with care

https://vimeo.com/manage/videos/702133356
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footnotes 

p. 40-41: "Terror Anal” by Paul B. Preciado in the book "Homosexual Desire” by Guy Hocquenghem 

        to Angeliki Diakrousi for the book reference "Revolutionary Letters” by Diane di Prima that appears in the 

hidden video on p. 36-37

p.9, 36-37, 50-51: please click on the images to watch the video with care 

p.1- 56: Warm thanks to all of you for navigating with care
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